Performance metrics such as speed, cost of transport, and stability are the driving factors behind gait selection in legged locomotion. To help understand the effect of gait on the performance and dynamics of small-scale ambulation, we explore four quadrupedal gaits over a wide range of stride frequencies on a 1.43 g, biologicallyinspired microrobot, the Harvard Ambulatory MicroRobot (HAMR). Despite its small size, HAMR can precisely control leg frequency, phasing, and trajectory, making it an exceptional platform for gait studies at scales relevant to insect locomotion. The natural frequencies of the body dynamics are used to identify frequency regimes where the choice of gait has varying influence on speed and cost of transport (CoT). To further quantify these effects, two new metrics, ineffective stance and stride correlation, are leveraged to capture effects of foot slippage and observed footfall patterns on locomotion performance. At stride frequencies near body resonant modes, gait is found to drastically alter speed and CoT. When running well above these stride frequencies we find a gait-agnostic shift towards energy characteristics that support "kinematic running", which is defined as a gait with a Froude number greater than one with energy profiles more similar to walking than running. This kinematic running is rapid (8.5 body lengths per second), efficient (CoT=9.4), different from widely observed SLIP templates of running, and has the potential to simplify design and control for insectscale runners.
Introduction
Nature's elite runners provide rich insight into fast and efficient locomotion, enabling roboticists to push the performance limits of legged robots. In turn, these bioinspired robots can provide the opportunity to test new hypotheses in biomechanics. There are numerous studies on the biomechanics of locomotion, including studies at the centimeter-and millimeter-scale with cockroaches (Full and Tu, 1991) , geckos (Chen et al., 2006) , and wood ants (Reinhardt et al., 2009 ). These studies have revealed that mechanics of running animals varying in leg morphology, leg number, and body size can be captured by simple physics-based models called templates (Full and Koditschek, 1999) . For example, the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model simplifies the sagittal plane running dynamics into vertical and fore-aft leg forces that act on the body and vary periodically, with vertical leg forces leading fore-aft forces by a quarter period (Blickhan and Full, 1993) . Sometimes, however, deviations from this model are observed, as with wood ants described by Reinhardt et al. Furthermore , some of the fastest legged locomotion relative to body size occurs at scales smaller than those previously studied. For example erythracarid mites (body length of 1 mm) can run at speeds up to 192 body lengths per second (BL s −1 ) (Rubin et al., 2016) . So far, few explanations for these speeds exist, in no small part due to the challenges in measuring the underlying mechanics at this scale.
Given the nascent phase of designing small scale, bio-inspired robots to approach these remarkable speeds observed in biology, research is typically focused on the manufacturing aspects, for example the flexure-based approaches overviewed in , and less on performance characterization . Exemplary flexure-based mobile microrobots that implement new design and manufacturing processes include robots that can walk (Hoover et al., 2008) , run (Bailey et al., 2001; Birkmeyer et al., 2009; Haldane and Fearing, 2015) , jump (Noh et al., 2012) , and climb (Birkmeyer et al., 2012) .
Beyond these manufacturing aspects, some studies have explored performance similarities and deviations from findings in animals. For example, SLIP dynamics in palm-sized, legged robots have been reported (e.g., DASH (Birkmeyer et al., 2009) ) while others explain deviations from this model (e.g., Sprawlita (Bailey et al., 2001) and VelociRoACH (Haldane and Fearing, 2015) ). At similar scales to mites, recent studies have demonstrated the versatility of offboard magnetic actuation to study the effect of gait on speed and body oscillations while traversing rough terrain with sub-2g robots (St Pierre and Bergbreiter, 2016; Vogtmann et al., 2017) .
One of the smallest, fastest, and highly articulated legged robots is the Harvard Ambulatory MicroRobot, HAMR (Fig. 1a) . HAMR is an insect-scale quadrupedal robot fabricated using mesoscale, PC-MEMS manufacturing techniques (Sreetharan et al., 2012) and is a multipurpose legged platform. It has been shown to run at speeds above 10 BL s −1 (44 cm s −1 ) (Baisch et al., 2014) , climb inclines of 22° ( Seitz et al., 2014) , and perform autonomous heading control (Bruhwiler et al., 2015) . Locomotion trackway for motion capture of HAMR described in (Goldberg et al., 2017a) . Two high speed cameras perform a stereo, 3D-reconstruction for the body and four feet.
Compared to most other legged systems, the piezoelectric actuators that drive the flexure-based leg transmissions in HAMR allow for unnaturally high stride frequencies. The highest speeds with HAMR are achieved using stride frequencies that are more than twice those typically seen at the same scale in biology -well above the body natural frequencies. Most robotic runners have similar stride frequency limitations, imposed by either the robot morphology or actuator bandwidth. Similarly, animals have a bandwidth limit on their muscles after which speed becomes nearly independent of stride frequency, and further increases in speed are attributed to changes in gait and stride length (Holmes et al., 2006) .
While a similar approach for HAMR could be taken, we wish to leverage the high bandwidth of the piezoelectric bending bimorph actuators to operate beyond body resonance. This is similar in spirit to (Haldane et al., 2013) where high bandwidth electromagnetic motors are use to achieve stride frequencies higher than the body dynamics. In contrast to rotary motors where peak torque is produced at stall, piezoelectric actuators have force generation that is independent of actuation frequency up to actuator resonance (Jafferis et al., 2016a) . We wish to leverage this property and operate in frequency regimes suited for different tasks; for example, precision quasi-static motions for orienting a vision system, using body resonance to negotiate over obstacles, or exploiting transmission resonance for high speed running. The high bandwidth and power characteristics of piezoelectric actuators allow the potential for all of these tasks and this paper addresses the effects of gait selection on performance in low and high frequency regimes.
In this paper, we describe the control capabilities of HAMR and the methods and metrics used to analyze its locomotion (Sec. 2). In Section 3, we describe the results of the experimental gait studies. We find that there are distinct differences in body kinematics and dynamics in low and high stride frequency regimes (Sec. 3.1) that result in variations in locomotion performance (e.g., speed and cost of transport (CoT)). At stride frequencies from 50-65Hz, speed is similar across substantial variations in gait (Sec. 3.2). In Sec. 3.3, we discuss the energy and force characteristics of HAMR and show that it follows a reduced order SLIP model in the body dynamics regime but deviates from this model at high frequencies (Sec. 3.3) . In this regime where stride frequencies surpass the body resonant modes, we observe "kinematic running" profiles, high speeds, high average step displacement, and low CoT across wide variations in gait and without any changes in body morphology. We define "kinematic running" as locomotion with a Froude number greater than one with horizontal kinetic energy and potential energy that is more similar to a walking template rather than a running template. In Section 3.4, we discuss challenges with achieving high speeds and low CoT by leveraging new metrics of footfall correlation and ineffective stance. A cross-platform analysis (Sec. 3.5) shows that "kinematic running" gaits with HAMR have comparable speeds and CoT compared to other runners at this scale, with speeds upwards of 8.5 BL/s, and CoTs lower than 9.4. Finally, we conclude with an outlook on the implications of running at small scales (Sec. 4) and future work (Sec. 5).
Methods

Platform Overview
HAMR is a 1.43g quadrupedal microrobot with eight degrees of freedom (DOFs) -one lift and one swing DOF per leg (Fig. 2a) . The quadrupedal morphology was chosen to reduce manufacturing complexity and overall size compared to earlier hexapedal HAMR prototypes (Baisch and Wood, 2011) , while enabling both quasi-static and dynamic operation. This design choice was further motivated by rapidly running cockroaches, which sometimes use quadrupedal or bipedal gaits at high speeds .
The PC-MEMS fabrication process allows for fast and repeatable assembly of HAMR's complex spherical five-bar (SFB) leg transmissions despite its small scale (Baisch et al., 2014) . Each DOF is driven by a piezoelectric actuator which allows HAMR to run at stride frequencies exceeding 100 Hz. Baisch et al. measured speeds on a previous version of HAMR (HAMR-VP) for the trot gait, observing a top speed of 44 cm s −1 . In these studies, HAMR was limited to three standard quadrupedal gaits due to the mechanical coupling between contralateral swing DOFs. The three allowable gaits were the walk, trot, and pace (only the trot, however, was implemented).
Recent design modifications to the powertrain and the addition of two actuators has resulted in two independently-actuated DOFs for each leg. These modifications give HAMR-VI a 114% increase in the payload carrying capacity, larger step displacements, and the potential to achieve aerial phases . In addition, with eight independently actuated DOFs, HAMR can now achieve any arbitrary gait including standard quadrupedal gaits such as the jump, bound, and pronk. Example actuator signals for a single leg during a 50 Hz pronk gait are shown in Fig. 2b with the leg trajectories shown in a schematic of a top view projection ( Fig. 2c ) and tracked video frames of the robot suspended in air (Fig. 2d) . The footfall patterns for the trot (previously implemented) and three newly implemented gaits on HAMR -the pronk, jump, and bound -are shown in Fig. 3 . The ability to control each of the eight DOFs of HAMR independently opens up a very large parameter space for gait control. The control inputs for the actuators are outlined and described in the following section. All tests in this paper are for level-ground, stright-line, steady-state locomotion. 
Control Inputs
Understanding the effect of control inputs on performance is critical to establish in order to guide future optimization studies of small scale running robots. This study focuses on the effect of three control inputs for HAMR, variations that are also commonly observed in biology: stride frequency, input energy, and leg phasing. These control inputs are tested given the HAMR-VI body morphology and are described below. Rapid testing of these control inputs is enabled by a 10-wire power and control tether and considerations for how these results apply to a power autonomous robot are discussed in Sec. 3.5.
Frequency
The stride frequency is tested from 10-65Hz. This range encompasses the body dynamics regime (described in Sec. 3.1), and approaches the resonance of the SFB transmission. Although the actuators can be driven at frequencies exceeding 65 Hz, transmission resonance is around 70 Hz which impairs smooth locomotion. A complete frequency analysis of the actuators and the SFB is explored in .
Input Energy
The actuator bias voltage, V bias , is tested from 90-150V, which is directly related to the input energy per stride (E ∝ V 2 bias ). These voltages correspond to an input energy ranging from 0.65-1.8 mJ /stride and this relationship is described further in Supplementary Material, S5. The input energy for each trial is manually tuned to achieve the fastest run, consistent with (Baisch et al., 2014) i . We assume that the lift voltage controls the force in the vertical DOF (z) and the swing voltage controls force in the fore/aft DOF (x) before resonance of the SFB transmission. The effect of input energy on CoT for all of the gaits is discussed in Sec. 3.3.
Phasing
As described in Sec. 2.1, HAMR-VI can achieve any arbitrary gait. For actuator phasing, there are two subsets of leg phase variations: inter-leg and intra-leg phasing. While both directly affect gait, there are distinct differences between the two. Inter-leg phasing controls the variation in footfall timing between each of the individual legs whereas intra-leg phasing controls the direction and duration of leg footfalls (i.e., the foot trajectory). In this work, inter-leg phasing is used to command standard quadrupedal gaits. The four gaits tested in this paper are the trot, pronk, jump, and bound. Gait phasing is commanded to the actuators in an open-loop sense, however, and can differ from the observed footfall timings. To quantify these deviations, a correlation analysis is described in Sec. 2.3 to determine how closely the footfall matches the commanded gait. Intra-leg phasing is reserved for turning maneuvers and is explored in (Goldberg et al., 2017b) .
Selection of the trials
A total of 64 trials are conducted, spanning the four different inter-leg gait phasings and eight different stride frequencies (10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 55, 60, 65 Hz) , with each gait tested twice at each condition. The trials are selected based on the frequency analysis for the body and leg dynamics described in Sec. 3.1.3. The tests are randomized to minimize the temporal degradation effects of the robot (e.g changes in flexure stiffness, foot coefficient of friction, etc.) on the performance metrics, and each trial captures only steady-state behavior ii .
Locomotion Metrics
Conventional locomotion metrics such as speed, average step displacement, CoT, relative stiffness, Froude number, duty factor, and pendulum-like energy recovery are measured for each of the 64 trials. Based on these metrics, we define "high performance" locomotion as being a combination of two or more of the following: high speed, high average step displacement, and low CoT. For HAMR-VI, we define these thresholds as greater than 6 BL s −1 (Froude number greater than 0.75), greater than 4.7 mm stride −1 (quasi-static step length), and a CoT lower than 20 (similar to biological runners at this scale -e.g. from Full et al., 1990) .
i Leg phase, however, is not tuned (as is done in Baisch et al.) so that open-loop gait commands are preserved. ii The settling time for the first cycle to be within ±10% mean velocity in gaits that successfully reach steady-state is experimentally measured to be approximately Ts = 0.3 s across all stride frequencies.
To help further quantify the underlying mechanics of locomotion, two new metrics, ineffective stance and footfall correlation, are defined in the following sections. The aim for these metrics is to compare and contrast gaits and frequency regimes where body dynamics and foot slippage significantly affect locomotion. A complete MATLAB structure for all operating conditions and metrics is provided in Supplementary Material, S7.
New metric definitions
Ineffective stance Foot slippage is often observed in animals and robots during locomotion involving perturbations or on complex terrains (Jusufi et al., 2008; Mazouchova et al., 2010; Roberts and Koditschek, 2016) . A normalized metric for foot slippage, however, has not yet been established. Prior studies looking at foot slippage have used metrics such as stride success ratio (Jayaram and Full, 2016) and step displacement (Mazouchova et al., 2013) . These metrics work well when the amount of foot slippage is binary (foot does or does not slip) or aggregated over all of the legs. However, these measures do not quantify slippage as a portion of the stride or capture variations between individual legs.
A new metric, ineffective stance (I s ), quantifies the percentage of the gait cycle that is neither "swing" nor "stance". The gait cycle is considered to consist of three categories: swing, stance, and ineffective stance. In an ideal gait cycle, the amount of time for swing and stance can be described as the following:
Swing: Amount of time the foot is above the ground (p wz,i > 0) and is swinging forward in a body-fixed frame (v bx,i > 0). where p and v are the foot positions and velocities in the body (b) or world (w) frames for the x-and z-DOFs of i th foot. Quantitatively, these categories make up the total time, T total , of the cycle(s) of the gait being analyzed:
As a percentage, ineffective stance is defined as I s = T ineffective-stance/T total . Ineffective stance is measured for each of the legs but can be averaged to get a single measure of ineffective stance for the whole system, I s . Qualitatively, ineffective stance is depicted in Fig. 4a . The automated foot tracking algorithm described in (Goldberg et al., 2017a ) is used to reconstruct the 3D position of all four feet, and thus, measure ineffective stance. We hypothesize that non-zero levels of ineffective stance are to be expected as HAMR has not been tuned to run at a particular operating condition and does not utilize feedback control to overcome natural variations (e.g. manufacturing, surface, stiffness, etc.). Furthermore, foot design typically has a large effect on ineffective stance and a comparative study of foot/adhesion designs is subject of future work. This will leverage these metrics and measured performances as a baseline for results and methodology.
Footfall correlation with gait commands Another foot metric that is used in this study is the correlation coefficient for each foot, ρ i , of the mean-subtracted footfall pattern, X i , with the mean-subtracted drive signal, Y i : 
The correlation coefficient is computed for the foot z-displacement as a function of time (X i = p wz,i (t)) and the commanded voltage (Y i = V i (t)) for each individual lift-DOF. The z-DOF is used to give a measure of correlation with the footfall pattern -i.e. how well the kinematics follow the drive signal. The correlation coefficient, ρ, is an average between all four legs. The same method is applied to measuring correlation with horizontal and gravitational potential energy in Sec. 3.3.1, where X i is the theoretical SLIP energy profile (i.e. horizontal kinetic or gravitational potential energy) and Y i is the measured energy profile.
Amplitude-normalized stride correlation A new metric called amplitude-normalized stride correlation (ANSC) was introduced in Goldberg et al. (2017a) . ANSC is a dimensionless quantity that measures the periodicity and amplitude of body oscillations during running. While the implications of the relative quantities of ANSC are yet to be determined, baseline quantities for HAMR gaits and three other legged systems are reported in Supplementary Material, S6.
Experimental Setup: Recording Kinematics
A schematic of the locomotion trackway and motion capture arena is shown in Fig. 1b. A description of the motion capture methodology and an accuracy analysis is described in (Goldberg et al., 2017a) . There are two high speed cameras (Vision Research, Phantom v7.3) mounted on either side of the robot sagittal plane. The frame rate (fps) for the cameras is set to 30 times the stride frequency. At the highest tested stride frequency of 65 Hz, this corresponds to 1950 fps. Only trials that result in straight locomotion and reach steady state are used for analysis. Robot dimensions are shown in Table 1a .
The 3D foot positions are reconstructed using a '1.5 camera' reconstruction method described in Goldberg et al. (2017a) . The running surface is black cardstock adhered to the aluminum trackway with spray adhesive (3M, Super77). Signal generation and data collection for the force plate is run at 5 kHz (MathWorks, Simulink Real-Time).
Robot baseline parameters and performance
To establish the robot as a platform capable of testing biological hypotheses, the performance needs to be repeatable. To ensure that the robot has similar performance for multiple trials with the same operating conditions, four identical trials (each with at least six cycles) are run at three test frequencies of 10 Hz, 25 Hz, and 60 Hz. A summary of the these results are shown in Table 1b . Even when strongly influenced by body dynamics at 25 Hz, the speeds are still within 7% of each other for a given robot and operating condition. 
Statistics
Statistical analysis is performed using a repeated measures ANOVA in MATLAB (MathWorks, 2015b). Sixteen unique drive conditions (four stride frequencies, four gaits, and one input energy) are tested in each of the frequency regimes (low and high). Each drive condition is tested twice for a total of 64 trials (32 in each regime). The response was the performance metric (average step displacement, CoT, correlation, etc.), and we report the P value and F ratio in APA format to support/reject our hypothesis. Significance is tested at a level of α = 0.05.
Results
The analysis is divided into the following five sections where we describe the main conclusions of the gaits studies: 1. Frequency-dependent behavior for HAMR is grouped into two regimes. 2. High performance is attainable in low and high frequency regimes. 3. "Kinematic running" is observed in the high frequency regime which leads to high performance and simplified control. 4. The main challenge for achieving high performance is with ground contact affecting prescribed footfall patterns (i.e. high ineffective stance and low footfall correlation). 5. The net performance of HAMR is similar to other legged systems at its scale.
3.1 Frequency-dependent behavior 3.1.1 Theoretical body mode resonance
The theoretical body resonance for the z mode is assumed to follow the SLIP model, with the stiffness, k, being the combined linear spring stiffness of four parallel powertrains. The resonant frequency, f n , is then: f n = ( 1 /2π) k /m where m is the mass of the robot. The combined powertrain stiffness can be determined by measuring the sag height in response to incrementally adding weights to the back of the robot. The stiffness is shown to be approximately linear with displacement in (Baisch, 2013) , and for HAMR-VI, the stiffness is 24 N m −1 which corresponds to a resonant frequency of 20 Hz. Due to the inherent nonlinearities of the system (e.g. ground contact and the SFB transmission) and gaits with more than one instance of ground contact per cycle (all except pronk), the body resonance can be excited with stride frequencies below 20 Hz. During the trot, for example, alternating footfalls result in an effective excitation frequency of 20 Hz for a 10 Hz stride frequency. An experimental characterization of the resonant modes is conducted in the following section.
Experimental resonance
The body modes of the robot are experimentally identified by sending a linear chirp signal to excite a single body mode of the robot. For example, the z mode is excited by actuating only the lift actuators in phase with each other and holding the swing leg DOF fixed in a slotted acrylic fixture. The body natural frequency is identified by computing the FFT of the robot height. The roll body mode is actuated with ipsilateral lift DOFs in phase and contralateral lift DOFs out of phase. The opposite is commanded for the pitch mode with contralateral lift DOFs in phase and ipsilateral lift DOFs out of phase. These drive schemes are indicated in the circular foot markings of the schematics in Fig. 5 .
The resonant peaks occur at 14Hz, 32Hz, and 23Hz for the z, roll, and pitch modes respectively as shown in the linear frequency sweeps in Fig. 5 . Compared with the resonant frequency of 20 Hz in the previous section for the z mode, the experimental resonance of 14 Hz is 30% lower than predicted. This deviation could be due to variable footfall contacts and changes in apparent stiffness with the applied force of the actuators. These experimental conditions, however, are consistent with the tested gaits and therefore these resonances are assumed to be representative of the true body modes. The three DOFs not considered here (x, y, and yaw) are assumed to have a resonance similar to the z, roll, and pitch (14-32Hz) since the stiffnesses and inertias have similar values as the tested DOFs . Blickhan and Full show that in organisms, running animals over a wide range of sizes and running speeds have a normalized relative stiffness of approximately 10 ( Blickhan and Full, 1993) . This indicates that the relative individual leg force is roughly ten times greater than the relative compression of the whole-body leg spring, regardless of animal size and running speeds. Based on the body mode analysis above, HAMR has a relative stiffness of 4.3 assuming a pronking gait, slightly lower than the trends seen in other legged systems. Relative stiffness, however, can be modulated by altering the input energy, and implications of this are discussed in Sec. 3.3.
Selection of two frequency regimes
Two distinct frequency regimes are identified to describe the locomotion characteristics of HAMR. One, the low frequency, or "body mode" regime, is considered to be from 10-25Hz. Based on the analysis in 3.1, this is the regime that is most influenced by sagittal plane oscillations (z and pitch). The second regime, the high frequency regime, is from 50-65Hz. This regime is selected because the analysis in Sec. 3.1 shows that sagittal plane oscillations are attenuated above 50 Hz.
Prior work with HAMR indicates similar average step displacements in the medium frequency regime (30-45Hz) compared with the high frequency regime before transmission resonance (Baisch et al., 2014; Goldberg et al., 2017a) . Therefore, the 30-45Hz stride frequency regime is not tested in order to focus on the regime where highest speed locomotion is achieved, and to highlight the differences between the body dynamics regime and high speed, high stride frequency regime. Therefore, the 64 trials described in Sec. 2.2 are grouped into two categories: low and high frequency, with 32 trials in each category.
Speed and average step displacement characterization
The following sections describe the performance of the gaits in the context of the two regimes: low frequency (10-25Hz) and high frequency (50-65Hz).
Forward velocities (u) ranged from −6.1 cm s −1 to 44.5 cm s −1 . Velocity varied with gait, stride frequency (f ), and input energy. Figure 6a shows the results of each stride of the 64 trials. An example of a tracked trial, the 10 Hz trot, is shown in shown electronic supplementary material, video S1, and a qualitative comparison of the four tested gait types at a 60 Hz stride frequency is shown in electronic supplementary material, video S2.
The average step displacement, ν = u /f, is used to compare relative performance of gaits with varying stride frequencies. One of the gaits that has the highest average step displacement, the 10 Hz trot, is in the low frequency regime. It is hypothesized that this is due to constructive influence of body dynamics on performance. However, some of the lowest performing gaits are also in this regime. With these gaits, the direction of travel is unintentionally reversed, most likely due to destructive interference of body dynamics. These observations indicate that gaits in the low frequency regime have high variation in average step displacement (0.26±0.35 cm step −1 , n=32) due to the influence of body resonant modes. In contrast, gaits in the high frequency regime show much lower variation in average step displacement (0.65 ± 0.04 cm step −1 , n=32), despite the same variations in gait as the low stride frequency regime. Comparing the two regimes, there is a significant difference in average step displacement [ANOVA, P < 0.001, F (3,42) = 12.7; Fig. 6b ]. Video S3 in the electronic supplementary material shows the progression of the pronking gait with increasing stride frequency with low (and/or negative) average step displacement in the body dynamics regime and high average step displacement in the high frequency regime.
Energy considerations and "kinematic running"
In this section, we describe the energy characteristics of the locomotion patterns of HAMR within the context of the SLIP running model and CoT.
SLIP Dynamics
Running in animals (independent of body size, morphology, and number of legs) is typically characterized by the SLIP running template where the horizontal kinetic energy (HKE) and gravitational potential energy (GPE) are in-phase. Additionally, this model has typical ground reaction force patterns where the vertical force (F z ) leads the horizontal force (F x ) by 90 degrees (Blickhan and Full, 1993) . In contrast, walking dynamics are characterized by the HKE and GPE being nearly 180 degrees out of phase (Cavagna et al., 1977) . Correlation with these locomotion templates is measured by computing an average correlation coefficient between the template and experimental GPE, HKE, F z , and F x .
The running dynamics of HAMR are analyzed by plotting force and energy traces as a function of time i . An example of one of the best per-stride gaits (high average step displacement) is the trot at 10 Hz. Representative force and energy traces for this trial are shown in Fig. 7a . These patterns closely follow SLIP dynamics with the HKE and GPE being in-phase and F z leading F x by approximately 90 degrees. The correlation with SLIP energy profiles is 0.86. Another gait that closely matches the SLIP profiles is the 15 Hz trot (Fig. 7b) with a SLIP energy correlation of 0.72. These two gaits have relatively low energy recovery (2.2% and 3.3%, respectively), as is typical of running animals (Cavagna et al., 1977) . Asymmetries in the support phase of the trot gaits in Fig. 7 are due to a lack of a tripod of support with the quadrupedal morphology that causes asymmetric half-strides.
Other gaits (e.g. pronk, jump) with HAMR around this stride frequency, however, do not exhibit energy profiles that match conventional walking or running templates. These observations are likely due to footfalls that are not well matched with the body dynamics which ultimately leads to lower speeds. However, video S4 in the electronic supplementary material shows that highly dynamic, open-loop gaits such as bipedal running and pronking are possible in the body dynamics regime by finely tuning and exploiting the open-loop instabilities of HAMR. Unfortunately, these gaits are highly sensitive to input i The forces are obtained by differentiating the body COM positions. For gaits that match walking profiles, the x-force leads the z-force by approximately 90°. Percent recovery for gaits that match walking profiles have a higher pendulum-like energy recovery compared to gaits that match SLIP profiles (8.8% and 22.1% vs. 2.2% and 3.3%). For the 55 Hz Pronk, there is an aerial phase for approximately 20% of the cycle.
variations and in order to make them repeatable, feedback control or design modifications are necessary for stabilization.
In contrast to the two SLIP-like gaits, two examples of high frequency gaits are shown in Fig. 7c and d. These gaits have energy profiles that are more similar to pendulum-like walking rather than SLIPlike running. The correlation with pendulum-like energy profiles is 0.80 and 0.84 for the 65 Hz Trot and 55 Hz Pronk, respectively. Most gaits in the high frequency regime exhibit this type of kinematic running behavior where HKE and GPE are nearly out of phase, despite Froude numbers greater than one. Looking more closely at the energy characteristics, the two high frequency gaits show higher energy recovery (8.8% and 22.1%) compared to 2.2% for the SLIP-like, 10 Hz trot in low frequency regime. This higher percent recovery is an indication of walking dynamics (Heglund et al., 1982; Bailey et al., 2001) . Table 2 summarizes the speeds achieved with the gaits shown in Fig. 7. 
Cost of Transport
Cost of transport is a benchmark measurement of the energy efficiency of a mobile system and is defined as the power cost of moving a unit mass of the system a unit distance. The cost of transport reported in this paper is a dimensionless measure of the metabolic cost of transport, CoT = P /mgu. Here, P is the average input electrical (or metabolic) power, m is the mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and u is the average velocity (all in SI units). Cost of transport can be measured on HAMR by measuring the input electrical power to the piezoelectric actuators. An estimate of the power for HAMR is described in Supplementary Material, S5.
In this paper, voltage was used as a way to tune the input energy. Since the actuators are primarily capacitive in nature, changing the input electrical energy corresponds to a proportional change in mechanical energy to the system. Using this input variation, HAMR has the ability to achieve higher forces and therefore higher foot displacements and velocities given a constant stride frequency. Since we tuned the input energy to achieve the fastest run for all trials, more efficient locomotion is possible by minimiz- ing ineffective stance and thereby resulting in a further reduction of input energy. Preliminary results for CoT are described in the following paragraphs, however a more detailed study on design and control of stiffness and damping properties for increased efficiency is left for future work. Figure 8a shows the CoT as a function of average step displacement for all gaits. The minimum CoT for HAMR is 7.4 during the 60 Hz trot, compared to 15.7 for the 10 Hz trot. The mean CoT for gaits in the low frequency regime is 23.5 ± 13.2 (n=25) compared to 11.1 ± 2.1 (n=32) in the high frequency regime i . The CoT is lower on average in the high frequency regime compared to the low frequency regime. Comparing the CoT for the two frequency regimes, we find that there is a significant difference [ANOVA, P = 0.03, F (3,42) = 3.3; Fig. 8a,b] .
Main challenges: ground contact affecting footfall correlation and slipping
Body dynamics affect ground contact and these variations can impact the levels of ineffective stance and correlation with the prescribed footfall patterns. These metrics are discussed in the following subsections.
Ineffective Stance
Ineffective stance (I s ) is shown in Fig. 8c, d and Table 2 and is above 25% for all tested gaits, which is largely attributed to the smooth cardstock running surface. Ineffective stance is more variable in the low frequency regime (45 ± 7%, n=32) compared to the high frequency regime (40 ± 5%, n=32), however this difference is not significant [ANOVA, P = 0.11, F (3,42) = 2.1; Fig. 8c, d ]. In the low frequency regime, ineffective stance and average step displacement are inversely correlated. In the high frequency regime, however, they seem to be uncorrelated. One explanation for this is that the amplitude of body oscillations are attenuated in the high frequency regime which reduces the likelihood that the footfall pattern deviates from the open-loop command.
Footfall Correlation
Footfall patterns of the high frequency gaits follow the commanded gait phasing more closely than the low frequency gaits as shown in Fig. 8d . This differentiates HAMR locomotion from other vibratory i Only trials with forward locomotion are considered for CoT analysis -seven trials in the low frequency regime moved backwards. modes (low gait correlation) of locomotion. The correlation of the footfall with the actuator signals is (0.86 ± 0.03, n=32) in the high frequency regime compared to (0.72 ± 0.17, n=32) in the low frequency regime. Figure 8d shows that as footfall deviates from the commanded drive signal (i.e. lower footfall correlation with drive signal, ρ), the legs experience higher levels of ineffective stance. This indicates that the ineffective stance metric is informative of how well the foot contact follows the commanded footfall pattern. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between the correlation with the drive signal in the two frequency regimes [ANOVA, P = 0.04, F (3,42) = 3.0; Fig. 8d ]. Two remedies to high ineffective stance and lower correlation with the drive signals in the body dynamics regime could be changes in the foot design or feedback control to realize optimized footfall patterns using ground contact sensing.
Cross-platform comparison
In order to put the analysis of HAMR in context, Table 3 summarizes HAMR's performance relative to three other similarly sized legged systems. Speed, ineffective stance, and CoT are calculated using kinematic data from three other legged systems: the "flying monkey" (Koh et al., 2016) , the commercial version of DASH (Birkmeyer et al., 2009) , and the Blaberus discoidalis cockroach.
The flying monkey and DASH robots have relatively higher levels of ineffective stance compared to HAMR. Speeds of 9.2 and 6.5 BL s −1 are achieved for the flying monkey and DASH which suggests that higher speeds would be possible with improvements to the gaits and running surfaces. ‡ Reported values are the mean of the 32 trials in each regime. § The CoT for Blaberus discoidalis is computed from (Herreid and Full, 1984) with a conversion of 1 L of O 2 = 20.7 kJ from (Mann and Truswell, 2012) .
Blaberus discoidalis is the fastest of the legged systems considered here relative to body size at 13.8 BL s −1 and has the lowest ineffective stance of 5%. This suggests that the ineffective stance metric is capturing foot slippage appropriately since it is known from the biological experiments that Blaberus discoidalis has little foot slippage even during the presence of perturbations (Jindrich and Full, 2002) .
The minimum CoT of HAMR (7.4) is similar to other systems at the same length scale. For example, Blaberus discoidalis has a CoT of 6. DASH and the "Flying Monkey" have a CoT of 1.5 and 12, respectively. However, cost of transport is know to scale with mass, where larger systems typically have a lower CoT (Kram and Taylor, 1990) . It is also important to mention that the results in this paper are for a tethered version of HAMR, whereas the other systems in Table 3 are power autonomous. Despite the advantage of having offboard power, a power autonomous version of HAMR (HAMR-F, (Goldberg et al., 2017c) ) maintains eight independently actuated DOFs and shows remarkably similar speeds up to stride frequencies of 35 Hz (due to microcontroller limitations, the stride frequency is limited to 35 Hz), with a top speed of 3.8 BL s −1 and a CoT of 85. The main difference in the power autonomous version is in overall mass and power consumption. There is an overhead for high voltage generation that results in a power consumption that is an order of magnitude higher than the tethered version of the robot (480 mW vs. 48 mW at 15 Hz). The high power consumption is primarily due to the overhead in high voltage and control signal generation. The mass of HAMR-F, including a battery, is 2.79 g compared to 1.43 g for HAMR-VI.
Conclusion
In this paper, we apply locomotion metrics relevant to small scale locomotion and analyze a large quantity of gaits on HAMR. We analyzed 32 distinct operating conditions spanning stride frequencies from 10-65Hz. More importantly, these frequencies cover two important regimes: one where the stride frequency is near the body natural frequencies, and one where the stride frequency is more than double the average of the body natural frequencies.
In the low frequency regime, we find that speed and footfall correlation is highly variable. Despite these variations, some high performing gaits have energy characteristics similar to SLIP-like running (e.g. the 10 and 15Hz Trots). This suggests that it is possible to fine-tune and control other gaits that suffer from destructive body dynamics in this regime. However, without proprioceptive sensing and feedback control (a challenge at the insect-scale), it is difficult to tune these gaits around body modes for a given body morphology. Additionally, manufacturing and material variations can lead to unpredictable dynamics, making it difficult to stabilize the body dynamics to specific limit-cycles.
In contrast, the open-loop dynamics in the high frequency regime consistently result in high performing gaits. We hypothesize that the simplified lateral and angular control scheme presented in (Goldberg et al., 2017b) is possible due to the reduced impact of body dynamics in the high frequency regime. Additionally, we hypothesize that there will be a greater advantage for CoT in the high frequency regime due to the smaller relative contribution of the overhead cost of onboard, high voltage generation as measured in Goldberg et al. Stride frequency and body dynamics are typically constraints for legged runners due to bandwidth limitations of actuators. In these cases, gait changes such as leg phasing and stride length can be leveraged to increase speed. In contrast, this paper shows that we are able to utilize the high bandwidth piezoelectric actuators in HAMR to operate in a frequency regime that surpasses the resonant body modes of the robot. In terms of performance, we see that when operating in this regime, different gaits tend to have similar speeds and exhibit kinematic running energy profiles. Furthermore, the footfall patterns of the gaits remain highly correlated with the centralized, feedforward control signals. In other words, footfalls are not stochastic as utilized by some vibration-based, "legged" robots -e.g., HEXBUG and kilobot (Rubenstein et al., 2012) .
The trend we report in this paper towards kinematic running at high stride frequencies is consistent with scaling trends into the micro scale domain -inertial forces become less significant with a decrease in scale, suggesting a shift from dynamic motion to kinematic motion. As we observe in the high frequency regime, control strategies for this type of locomotion will likely be different: one hypothesis is that position control (i.e. proprioceptive leg position) will be more important than force control (i.e. controlling SLIP force profiles). A robotic platform such as HAMR can help bridge the gap and explore different running strategies at millimeter scales. Overall, this analysis shows that HAMR is a multipurpose legged microrobotic platform with the potential for a wide range of applications, including testing biological hypotheses in neuromechanics, locomotion, and control. Furthermore, the tools, metrics, and methods outlined here are independent of size and can be used across platforms for studying gait in legged locomotion.
Future Work
The experimental analysis presented here is a new methodology for studying gait selection in a legged robot with complex dynamics. Hypotheses regarding relative stiffness and body dynamics are easy to test on HAMR. For example, based on the results here, one hypothesis is that a higher leg stiffness might be beneficial given the high force/high bandwidth piezoelectric actuators. Changes to the relative stiffness can alter the frequency where SLIP locomotion naturally occurs (i.e. without force control). This could optimize speed and efficiency for a range of applications -for example inspection tasks in confined spaces or search and rescue for natural disasters or surveillance.
Beyond running straight on flat terrain, this methodology and the new metrics will be applied to other locomotion scenarios such as experiments on perturbation rejection, maneuverability, leg trajectory control, climbing, and locomotion on different surfaces. For example, more stable gaits could result in higher relative performance on uneven terrain, and lower levels of ineffective stance could improve climbing capabilities. Such correlations could identify these metrics as valid objectives for designing gaits to accomplish a variety of tasks. The gait analysis can also elucidate the amount of centralization or sensory feedback needed for future applications requiring high speed and efficient running.
